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Wright State vandals alter 'Ohio Red'
ByTBENTWBEN
GaanNaa Special Writer
The "Ohio Red" Artwork la the
School of Medicine tunnel is
slowly disappearing doe to vandalism according to Michael
Jones, Acting Aft Gallery Director at WSU. Jones claims
people vandalize the piece because they don't understand what
it means. The Ohio Red was
created lit 1978 by Marcia Hafif.

who is interested in random
patterns and large scale texture,
said Jones.
Ohio Red is due for renovation
sometime late this Spring or early
Summer, h is repaired twice a
yeai when during the fall and
spring. Jones said it is not
practical to put a shield in front of
it because the plexiglass screen
would cost between SI,000 and
S2.000, and would detract from
the artwork.

M l . JONES, who is in charge
of repairing the Ohio Red, says he
would like to keep the work for as
long as possible. It is technically
classified as a temporary dismay,
since it lacks approval for permance by the Board of Trustees.
Other artworks currently include the Erosion project previously reported on by this paper,
which is an environmental sculpture scheduled to be removed

sometime this spring ot' summer.
Also on ditplay is Mike Hall's
"Tieberon" (Spanish for shark)
located between the Ct satlve Arts
building and the University Library. Shark is a permanent
artwork, designated as * SheSpecific Sculpture, a sculpture
created in qualities of one spot,
such as the terrain where it Is
situated. Robert Ervin also has a
piece located In this same area.

These are experimental works
funded primarily by grants.
THE AIT gallery is currently
showing paintings, by artists
from Chicago, Columbus, and Los
Angeler. Rob Geibert will be
displaying color photographs next
week.
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Financial aid will make allowances for tuition
By JESS PETERS
GaanNaa Aaaadate Writer
The tuition hike projected for
the nest year will be taken into
account by the Office of Financial
Aid. said its Director. Dave DOT.
The current loans and grants
available have provisions for
increases, in the event that loan
determinant factors remain constant. explained Darr. Such
factors include student's income,
parents' income etc. The terms of
loans vary from student to

student, added Darr.
THE NDSL (National Direct
Student Loan) and the BEOG
(Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant) are federally funded; and
it remains unclear as to the
specific increases to be made,
noted Darr.
There are no imminent increases in Veteraae Aid said a
Veteran's Affairs spokesman.
According to Joanne Risacher,
Director of Student Development,
the tuition hike is not "out of

line" with other universities, and
reasonable in light of the high
inflation rate.
RISACHER STATED that she
never like to see student's fees
increase, but felt that the hike
would not have a drastic negative
effect upon student life.
A $25 tuition hike, for full-time
students according to Vice President of Student Affairs Elenore
Koch, is the result of an annual
inflation rate of 13.3 percent.
Part-time fees are slated to see

a two dollar a credit hour rise.
GEORGE KIRK, vice president
for Administration, has stated the
University
needs
between
$800,000 and $900,000 of additional income from student fees
next year to balance its budget.
The proposed $25 hikes will
generate $600,000. The rest will
be made up by cutting departmental budget, according to
Koch.
A $25 hike in student fees
would be a rise of 7.5 percent over

the $335 students now pay for
full-time.
SOME STUDENT services will
be eliminated rather than cut to
inoperable levels. Koch said. No
specific services were mentioned.
The budget committee is waiting to estimate other sources of
income besides student fees and
subsidies by the state General
Assembly before deciding what
has to happen to balance the
budget.

Plaintiffs appeal judge's decision on WSU 'English suit'
By MIKE HOSIER
Gaa/dUn Managing Editor
Plaintiffs in the case of Nancy
Terrebonne, et. al. versus Wright
State University, et. al. filed a
notice of appeal friday. April 4.
with two di"s to spare.

The appeal was made in
reference to the March 6 decision
made in favor of WSU on the
so-called "English suit". Judge
Joseph P. Kinneary of the U.S.
District Court in Columbus ruled
on the case.
ACCORDING TO David At

water, assistant to the President,
the plaintiffs were given a 30 day
waiting period to appeal the
ruling beginning the dey after the
judge nude his decision. The
deadline for an appeal would have
been last Sunday.
Although she wai "not at

liberty" to discuss the appeal,
Lorinc Reid, the plaintiff's attorney, did say that the appeal was
"filed because of factors thnt
relate to the judge's ruling and
final deposition of issues at hand
aid questions of fact."
"1 don't know the details yet,"

Search for new Dean of Nursing begins
By JESS PETEKS
Gunrlln ImrlilT WrtHe
An Advisory Search Committee
for a new Dean of the School of
Nursing has been announced by
Dr. John V. Murray. Vice-President for Academic Affairs.
The perspective of the new
zoning dean in regarda to the
talis*ic approach will no doubt
especially affect the direction of
the school.
TBE HOLISTIC concept favors
taking the biological, physical and
spiritual coaqnaaata of a patient
Into i n i M npoa i w i a i l i r a ,
said Dr. J m H Griffith, nursing
ptofeaaar M 0 CMnittee.
Thfa timpani to the 'sdeatiflcaBy taparaaaai' approach of
dWral MOriM.
Coanafcee s n a t t n ware
asked how they i h u a d the

holistic concept, ur.ttitn and
Began favor such an approach.
Bog an remarked that it is the
"only way to go" as far as
nursing is concerned. She also
remarked that she is not aware of
being a member of the committee.
DR. HOEHN CAN "see both
approaches" but emphaaixed that
each candidate wiB be separataty
considered.
Betty Schaufl. a registered
nucae and W.S.U. alumnus,
stated that s b e M t the two ideas
are not mutually e t d m i w ; that
there eie «apects of the cBakal ia
the holistic approach. She said
that a Meadbtg of the baa of hcth
concepts would ha highly JavoraUe.
Baaed epoa the medical model.

W.S.U. School of Nursing
said Schmoll. the emphasis is
placed upon the isolation and cure
ova disease, rafter, the auxiliary Dorothea Bye, B.N.;
concerns of a patient are left to Associate Director, Hospital Operations.
the psychologists, priests, etc.
HOWEVER, NURSING encom- Miami-Valley Hospital
passes a great many services,
Betty Schmoll. 3.N.;
according to Scinnoll. The physi
cai needs of a patient must feat Alumni, Wright State University
be met. Hut needs of other than •
physical uttsre should alas be Jane Teevan, R.N.;
Director, Nursing Services,
considered, she added.
Sinclair Community College
The committee iarfades:
Marilyn-La Jacobean, B.N. PhD.;
ALSO TO BE appointed is an
Omrman, Acting Dean, School of
undergraduate nursing student , a
Nursing
Aadkaw J
Kuntxman, Ph.D; graduate nursing student and
Speciel aaaiataat to the Vlce-Pra- other conaukants.
sident for Acaiaaric Affairs
LBbarn P Hoahn. Ph.D.; PtofsaThe committee win screen and
sor of Edacattoa. Vice-PrnHiat interview raniBdntea. aad make
of the Facaky.
it* tiwiaenitatinai to Dr.
Janet OHO*. B.N., M.S.N.;

said Atwater. he went on to say
that there are a half-million
possible reasons upon which to
base an appeal and that an
txtMpSe atigbt t * that the judge
permitted evidence which he
shouid not have or did not permit
evidence which he should have.
THE "ENGLISH SUIT," which
was filed by Nancy Terrebonne,
her husband Robert, end Ave
other former English instructors
alleged that:
• Terrebonne was not hired as
a full-time faculty member of the
English department as a result of
the antiepotiam policy.
• Robert Terrebonne was terminated as an Assistant Professor
in retaliation for his support of his
(See 'WStP pa«o5)

thursday
weather

Today partly cloudy in the
mid SO's with • 60 percent
chance of rain. Tonight lows in
the 40'$. Friday sonny In the
upper 60's.

thought
"Few things ate harder to
pot up with than the annoyance of a good eaappie."
Mart Twain
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Virgina Camels
Two humped camels make the transition from Gobi Desert to Blue Ridge Mountains
By ELAINE S.POVKH
FRONT ROYAL, Vs. UP1
Virginia is cot exactly the
Mongolian Gobi Desert, but
creatures native to the Gobi are
making themselves very much at
home there • the two-humped
camels seem to love it.
A rolling 70-acre tract in the
foothills of the Blue Ridge
Mountains about 70 miles from
Washington is providing a breeding and observation ground for
the camels. They have acclimated themselves so well that four
baby camels have been born this
year and another is on the way.
THE CAMELS ARE being
raised as pert of the National
Zoological Park's Conservation
and Research Center project. In
addition to camels, the 3,000-acre
site is home to about 460
mammals and birds. Many are
endangered and must be bred in
captivity if they are to survive.
Larry Collins, the center's
mammolcgist, said many animals
do not breed well in zoos. He said
they prefer the semi-wilderness
of sites like the one in Front
Royal.
At the center, the 20-member
herd of camels is allowed to roam
quite freely, though their mating
is controlled
ON THE RECENT day of the
visit to the site, a mother camel

had just "dropped" her baby.
She wandered off into the farthest
comer of the 40-acre pasture to
give birth and was left alone,
except for an observer on a
faraway hill.
"Females like to cut off by
themselves to give birth," Collins
said. He anxiously looked over
the threatening sky as he drove
around the ground* in a Koreanwar era jeep. After radioing for a
weather report which predicted
an 80 percent chance of rain, he
decided to try bringing the
newborn camel inside.
He said camels are wellprotected against cold weather their native Gobi desert is a high,
cold one unlike the hot Sahara but said a cold rain could be
harmful to the newborn.
THE EIGHT-foot-tail adult
creatures store fat in the?r two
humps, and Collins pointed out

that the humps are as individual
as nosev.
"Some flop one way, some flop
the other and some have one
hump that goes one way and
another that goes the other way,"
he said.
"And some are
upright."
The camels, in their barn just
prior to feeding time, seemed
docile enough. But a warning
from Collins was in order,
"WATCH OUT - he slobbers,"
Collins said, noting the camel
head above. "And he just might
pick you up by the head."
But tne camels were not
resistant to petting and their
coats - shedding profusely in the
early spring • were soft.
As they waited for their food,
they made a noise that sounded
like a motor running • an
amalgam of a bass fiddle, a fog
horn and a putt-putt outboard

UCB Cinema
Fri Apr 11 7pm
& 9pm
Sun Apr 13 8pm
only
Admission $1.00
112 Oelman

motor.
COLLINS SAID the National
Zoo. along with the Minnesotta
Zoological Garden, decided to
breed camels because, though
they are not endangered worldwide, they were becoming scarce
in North American zoos, and
importing them is difficult.
The camels are worth about
$12,000 each and newborns are
nurtured carefully. Some of the
camels arc sent to zoos.
"We decide where they go
based on what's best for animals
in North American zoos," Collins
said.
THE CENTER IS on land that

originally was k center for breeding ravalry horses, and during
World War II it housed German
prisoners. After World War 11,
when the place of cavalry in
modern warfare began to be
questioned, the site was made
into a cattle research station for
the Department of Agriculture.
But by >972 cattle research had
been consolidated and the Front
Royal site was no longer needed.
It was then taken over by the
Zoological Park staff, some of
whom moved into 1903-vintage
homes while moving animals into
the equally ancient barns.

WORK STUDY STUDENT
CITY OF FAIRBORN
PARKS DEPARTMENT
Work 20 hours a week during Spring term and earn $3.42 an hour, j
During the summer work full-time and earn $4.21 an hour. The City}
will supplement your Work-Study allotment. Further information'
and applications may be obtained at the City Buijding. 44 West;
Hcbble Avenue. Fairborn, Ohio 4S324, 879-1730. extension 206.
KSMOOOS3CSX3C
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There's one moment lor every man when he 's
reaching inside himself lor the best he's got The
best there is
He sees the gusto and he goes for it
At Schlitz we brew a beer fcr that man Because
the moment he tastes the gusto he knows there'll
never be a better beei than Schlitz Never.

Gofbritl

CI980 Jos Schku Brewing Co Milwaukee Wis
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Silverware theft
The report by the campus food service (SAGA) that $398 worth of
silverware his been taken from the premises is disturbing.
Whether S.E. Nunamaker is correct in his assumption that the
silverware is "walking over to the apartments and dorm" is
irrelevant. The silverware is not fading away under usage. Someone
must be stealing the hems.
Since SAGA operates on campus on a profit basis, the loss of
almost $400 will be passed along in higher food costs. The Guardiu
believes tSiat food prices on campus are already bloated, and this
type of petty theft will only help fuel the inflation cycle that has
everyone on campus backed against the ropes.
Nunamaker could be. and probably is, right in assuming that the
silverware is being taken because it is needed, not because of spite.
But the effects of this can only hurt the campus cotnnrinHy in the
long run. Whoever is taking the silverware should think about the
efTee! of higher food prices on his budget over a period of months,
and compare that to the immediate outlay of five or six dollars for a
set of flatware.
Stealing, whatever the degree — major or minor, has no place on
campus or anywhere else.

Private property
Equality for the sexes is finally here.
A U.S. military court in Nuremberg. West Germany, found a
20-year-old female soldier guilty of seiual harassment and
demoted her to the army's lowest rank. The soldier had
grabbed a male co-worker between the legs when she asked for
a light for her cigarette.
She got what she grabbed for. She's now a Private.

Student elections open
The election Commission has announced that petitions for those
w ishing to run for student government can be picked up in Student
Development. Student Services Wing.
For those persons who wish to see something done on our
campus, this is a good way of expressing their ideas. Many may
think that the Student Government is a powerless concession to the
students, but they have not seen 'he situation from the inside. Nor
have they attempted to change the "powerless" government as
they see it.
Here is their opportunity, and. it is just what Wright State needs;
some student involvments.
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Hamilton Jordan:

Master of White House disguise
WASHINGTON UP! -Say you are a high level
presidential assistant about to leave for Europe
for a secret meeting and you want to avoid being
recognized.
How do you go about deciding what kind of
disguise to we-.r and where do you obtain it?
HAMILTON JORDAN, the White House chief
of staff, presumably faced such questions
during recent "back channel" negotiations on
the situation in Iran.
According to Time
magazine. Jordan on several occasions traveled
in disguise to "clandestine meetings with gobetweens."
What Time doesn't say is how he happened to
pick "a gray wig, mustache and tinted glasses"
as his cover.
In times past, as we know from the Watergate
hearings. White House aides in need of
disguises simply called the CIA. At least that
was where Howard Hur.t obtained the famous
red wig he wore on one ir.smorable assignment.
NO DOl'RT Jordan could have been similarly
outfitted But lordan in a red wig might have
been mistaken for one of the presidential
candidates. All in all. it seems more logical to
surmise he did what vou and I would have done
and aquircd his disguise through th- Yellow
Pages.
There is no listing for "Disguises" in the
Washington business directory. There are.
however, a number of firms catalogued under
"Costumes." Quite possibly. Jordan contacted
one of those.
Then if he is the type who yields to normal
impulses, he would have worn the disguise to a
meeting of the National Security Cou.-jcil to see
whether he could foo! its members.
LET'S LOOK in on that part of the session.
Zbigniew Brzezinski presiding:
ZB: "Ok, everybody, here he comes. Can you

guess who it is?"
Vice President Mondale: "Is it Dan Rather?"
ZB: "NOPE. Guess again."
Secretary of State Vance: "henry Kissinger?"
ZB: "Wrong again."
DEFENSE SECRETARY Brown: "We give
up. Who is it?"
ZB: "It's Ham Jordan."
Carter: "Glory be! I never would have
guessed. Why is Ham wealing that get-up?"
ZB: "HE'S UOING to Paris to meet some
Iranian go-betweens and needs to travel
incognito."
"Brown: "But isn't a gorilla suit a trifle
conspicuous?"
ZB: "H m m mm. Maybe you're right.
Ham. I think you better return the gorilla suit
and get a disguise that's a bit more subtle."
JORDAN: "LIKE WHAT?
Mondale: "How about a gray wig and a fak*'
beard?"
Vance: "Forget t h : beard. It might make the
ayatollah jealous and at this point we don't want
to risk offending the Iranians."
BROWN: "HE COULD wear a fal.-e mustache
with the Wig. But since it wouldn't be as
concealing as a beard, he might need another
item of camouflage."
Jordan: "I've got itl I'll wear tinted glasses.
Nobody would ever suspect anyone of wearing
sunshades to conceal their identity."

Dick West
u " L » " ' r " S " indicated
column for
Side
'"'emotional entitled -The L .ghter

Share the News
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To the Editor

In other courses one can learn faculty in 1964. when wc were a
about "victimization processes," branch campus, the general com"muitifactored
assessments." munity and spokesmen for the
of the Mounds
and
"multi-modality
ap- campus were talking about creatine a fine, indeed a great state
proaches."
In addition to the use of jargon, university. We might become the
To the Editor:
"Yale of the West." said a Miami
the course descriptions are reman. Later, our catalogs often
It is getting almost disgusting plete with grammatical and synspoke of excellence in teaching,
to read editorials every other tactical errors - in fact, their
substantial contributions to huweek about the Art Gallery • name is Legion.
My favorite descriptiou is COM r.ian knowledge, and service to
Andrew Leicster erosion pnjeci.
humanity that were to constitute
Particularly. Mr. Hosier's attack, 471. "Interpersonal Communication and Transpersonal Aware- the mission of Wright State
was the final straw.
University. One catalog declared
I. like Clark Rollins, am neutral ness." I will not quote from h.
that the "University shall seek
about the piece itself. But how since I understood only the first
distinction as a center of knowcan Mr. Hosier first state that he two words. "A workshop."
Now, I've heard of "interper- ledge and culture in its region of
knows little or nothing about art,
service." We can find similar
sonal
communication;"
it's
been
and then turn around and call the
around for a few years, and seems views expressed in more recent
"piles of dirt" non-art?
offcial pronouncements emanaThis man is running a news- to be a sort of California-mellowting from the university. Even our
paper at Wright State, and I chic way of saying "talking." But
basketball programs have referwould hope that he would have this "transpersonal awareness"
red to such goals and have
researched the project or even is a new one on me.
Last but not least - what has insisted that the university is
met the artist. He just might
modern education come to when a committed to "improving existhave learned a bit about art.
ing" academic programs. Surely
I would like to see this course description must include
measures intended to excise some
particular editor stop using the the warning, "Participants will be
of our young and vigorous faculty
Guardian to critique that which he expected to learn, read and
members will not serve to realize
practice the course content"?
knoAS nothing about.
the lofty goals of the university.
If we accept without challenge
Thomas Martin
Steven Myers
History
Department
the recent calls for substantial
Music Major
cuts in our college faculty, we
shall vey likely become a cook
Heads for the
Cut the
boat sailing in the wake of a
man-of-war manned by scientists
and business administrators. TerChopping Block
Gobbledygook
rible imbalances among the colleges might resul*. Programs in
our college can be emasculated.
To the Editor:
To the Editor:
We might well see departments
falling below minimal levels
Below
is
a
statement
that
I
read
"Is It possible for evaluators
marking them as real department
and other professionals to com- at a meeting of the faculty of the in a real state university -- or in a
College of Liberal Arts on March state university aspiring to bemunicate effectively?
Yes." say the authors of the S. 1980. Though dealing with a come a real state university. A
course description for RHB 470 in problem of direct concern for the mix of faculty might develop in
the new summer schedate. " h faculty of the Coliege, It may be of which the old would overwhelm
interest to students at Wright the young -- we could become the
is." I'm not so sure after reading
State University who wish to be College of Senile Arts. Just as I
some of the offerings.
In all fairness, I should say that indentified with an institutional of do not want a department of
this year's summer course de- real substance and purpose.
history unduly strengthened at
Recently we have heard an the expense of a department of
scriptions are not as bad as I » (
year's. In fact, there were one or officer of the faculty, referring to English or sociology, t do not
the budgetary crisis here and its want any college to epitomize
two that I actuslly understood.
Why is it that we educators find implvc-itijns for staffing, urge us Wright State. I want my children,
it necessary to express ourselves not to stick our herds in the sand their children, and their childby resisting reductions in our ren's children to be able to say
in such incomprehesible jargon?
Are we trying to attract students numbers. What he was really
someday that I was a part of •
asking us to do. I fear, was to new institution that became a
or frighter them away?
Witness ED 470, a course titled offer up our heads for the great state university. We cannot
"Enhancing
Self
Concept." chopping block. His counsel of become so if our eyes are ever
which seems to have something to timidty tends to undercut our fixed on models of staffing put
do with improving one's opinion college administrators seeking to together by the Board of Regents.
of oneself. This admittedly admir- perserve teaching positions and We are not here to grind out
able goal is reduced to a sort of predisposes higher administramathematical process, employing tive officials to swing a meat ax at
WSU ARTIST
us.
such methods as "cognitive reSERIES PRESENTS
I make this statement from
structuring" and "praise/critihistorical
perspective.
cism ratios." And whai is a some
When I came here with the first
"pride line"?

In Defense

BOOK STORE SALE!

ft

ERICK HAWKINS
DANCE COMPANY
APRIL 17th
VICTORY THEATRE

CLOTHING OF
ALL KINDS!..
Hi

TICKETS:8 73-2329

sausage.
If we look at the history of some
institutions in Ohio, we can find
some useful instruction for our
day. In the mid nineteenth century, a small college at Cincinnati
named Farmers' College dreamed but did not dare when
confronted by a fiscal crisis - and
failed. But Miami, when threatened by a reduction of state
support that would have destroyed it. dreamed, dared, survived,
and suceeded.
I believe that in the present
lircumstances we should be as
mean as junk-yard dogs, that we
should kick and scream at every
p.-oposed cut - at any sign of a
proposed cut. If wc believe in the
virtue and values of our disciplines -- of our arts and knowledge -- and if we believe that
they arc worthwhile preserving in
a dynamic way, we should do no

less.
CarlM. Becker
Professor of History

Wanted:
D
en Pal
To the Editor:
My name is Carlos Campcs,
I'm 28 and a inmate at Columbus
Correctional Facility. I'm a paraplegic confined to a wheelchair,
my interests are music, reading,
writing and chess.
In the past year and a half I
have felt much remorse and need
correspondence to help mc prss
the time I'm doing. Any help you
can be of is very much and deeply
appreciated. Thank you.
Sincerely.
Carlos Campos
Box 511
Columbus. Ohio
432216

WSU suit appealed
{continued from page / |
wife's discrimination charges against the University.
. • Hie remaining five instructors were terminated as a result of
the English Department's "three
years and out" policy in violation
of their fourteenth amendment
rights.
The "three years and out"
complaint referred to a policy
adopted by the tenured faculty of
the English Department in May of
1973.
The policy stated- "At the date
of the initial appointment the
instructor will receive a one-year
contract. During the year the
instructors work will be reviewed.
If the review is favorable, the
instructor will 'jere-employedfor

Puta

two more years, at which time
(the end of his or her third year of
employment at Wright State) his
service to the English Department of Wright State will be
terminated."
IN HIS RULING the judge
found no evidence to support
either of the Terrebonnes' claim.
As to the other five instructors,
referring again to his decision,
"...neither Ohio law nor University rules explicitly establishes a
right to continued employment as
an instructor."
By ruling in favor of Wright
State, Kinneary brought to an end
a suit which, had the defendants
been found in the nrroog, could
have resulted in costing WSU
millions of dollars.

your
PARTY
TRAYS

HOURS:
M - T h 11-11
F «• S 11-12
Sun 12-10

BALLS
DELI STYLE SANDWICHES

ALL MEATS AND CHEESES AVAILABLE BY THE POt*D'
We Feature:
MUNVOM'S HOMCMAM POTATO CHIPS
NIW VOtK CHUM CAKt
»OfT DRINKS
CAICTOT CAXI
330 W McCraight Ave, S®rin«t«td.CTMO45504
711
atvA. NMdMcxm. Ohio 45042
471 Dayton Yellow Swings Rd . Fairborr.. Ohio 45324

Phone Orders 07t-7273
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The Rory Metcalf/Daily Guardian Music Trivia Contest
—IT 10H MKltAU

CmuMmm M—>c Wrftn
Thii quarter marks my third
anniversary as music writer for
the WSU Deity Guardian. To
celebrate this and my impending
graduation, I have devised this
contest and conspired with a
number of my record company
sources to compile over one
lundred prizes.
Prizes include: 39 albums. 55
jromo buttons, promo items
such as a Molly Hatchet frisbee),
several bios, a Clash poster, a
yellow vinvl Devotees suit, and
Go To it!
1. "John and Yoko farming beef
Raising protein quota"
2. "I hope Neil Young will
remember
A Southern man don't need
him around, anyhow"
3. "Elvin Bishop sittin' on a bale
of hay
He ain'l good looking, but he
sure can play"
4.

"Frank Zappa and the
Mothers had the best place
around"
5. "The King is gone, but he's
not forgotten
This is the story of Johnny
Rotten"
t.

"The radio is playing some
forgotten song
Brenda Lee coming on strong"

7. "McGuins and McGuire
Just a-gcttin' higher in LA
You know where that's a t "
8. "My brother's back at home
With his Beatles and his
Stone*"
9. "Johnny was a schoolboy
w hen he heard his first Beatles
song
Love Me Do, I think it was. and
from there it didn't take him
long"
10. "Don't try to describe a Kiss
concert
If you haven't seen it"
11. "What's that man moving
across the stage?
It looks a lot like t'le one used by
Jimmy Page"
12. "Sweet. Home alabama
Play that dead band's song"
13. "Roy Orbinson singing for
the lonely"
14. "Oh yes 1 wish 1 was as
mellow
As for instance Jackson
Browne"
15. "Buddy Holly was sining his
very last song"
16. "We played Macon. Georgia
with Lvnvrd Syknyrd"
17. "They got the Steely Dan
t-ibirt"
18. "Old Richard Betts will tell
ya Lord, he was born a Ramblin
M»n"
19. "Come on and show me My
say the bells of Old Bowie
When 1 am fitter say the bells of
Gary Glitter"
20. "You, Mick Jagge., actually
continued to perform at a concert
where someone got knifed and
tilled in the Sixties"

copies of the Sept. 9. 1979 Dick
Tracy comic strip which explained
the difference between punk and
new wave. Distribution of prizes
will be determined by the number
of entries and correct answers.
THESE ITEMS were furnished
by: Judy Harper of CBS Records,
Gale Sparrow of Epic, Tina
Workman of A & M. EJeVtr*/
Asylum. Warner Bros.. MCA,
Shcrrie Ring of Mercury, Harold
Bronson of Rhino, and Dick Tracy
artist Rick Fletcher.
The rules are simple: just
match up the song lyrics with the
21. "Turn up the Eagles
The neighbors are listening"
22. "The King and I. we got so
much in common
We both shcot up our
televisions"
23. "Eight-track playing Brucie
Springsteen"
24. "Got a ticket for the Bay City
Rollers
And everything will be dynamite
When F.ric strums his Stmt at
the
Roller show tonight"
25. "Glenn Miller is missing
At the Palais de Dance"
26. "And your car's leaving
tracks
Like charts of Guy Lombardo's
sas"
27. "Jack was noddin' out and
dreamin' he was in a bar
With Charlie Parker on the
bandstand and not a
Worry in the world"
28. "I smashed it in the classix
style
As Petet Townahend might"

artists who sang them. All have
one thing in common-each men
tiocs a fellow musician or band.
Anyone is eligible to enter the
contest, eicept employees of the
above companies and employee of
the Gaardian.
ENTRIES SHOULD include answers to the 44 questions, the
entrant's name, address, box
number and phane number, and
must be received by April 15.
Mail to:
Rory Metcalf
c/o WSU Daily Guardian
Dayton. Ohio 45435

B.
Bad Company
Rhythrx Machine
C.
Bad Company
Shooting Star

E.
Charlie Danields Band
The South's Gonna Do It
F.
Cheap Trick
Surrender

35. "I love their Mr. Blue Skies
Almost my favorite is Turn Io
Stone
And how 'bout Telephone Line?
1 love that ELO"

G.
Cimarron
Rings

1 was in love with Bobby Dylan
Because I'm in love with rock
and roll"

CC.
Private Lightning
Bright City
DD.
Gilda Radner/Candy Slice
Gimme Mick
EE.
The Ramunes
Do You Remember Rock 'AT
Roll Radio?

I.
Tim Curry
I Do the Rock
J.
The Damned
Idiot Box

FF.
The Ramones
The Return of Jackie and Judy

K.
Deep Purple
Smoke on the Water

37. "Tom Verlaine, you may be
A.-t
But you're sure not rock and
roll"

I.
Ian Dury A The Blockheads
Reasons to Be Cheerful Part 3
M.
Wildman Fischer
38. "They both came up to New My Nam* Is Larry [RepriseJ
York
n.
Kim Fowlet
Just to see The Raroones
Waiting Around for the Next
Oh yeah"
Tens Years
3?. " h ' i Parker's band with a
smooth style of syncopation'''

O.
Generation X
Ready Study Go

40. "The Beach Boys didn't get
me but Fats Domino did"

P.
Golden Earring
R'idar Love

31. " J i s t lifce the Who do
One See Me FerlMtt. Touchy*,
neai meListen, Pete Townshend,
listen!"

41. "And the big girl with the
sweatshirt on
Saying how she loves Pink
Floyd..."

32. "You come here to sing
You come here to be big like
Bing Crosby. Stills, Nash &
Young"

42. "Rollin' numbers, rock and
rolling
Got my Kiss records oui"

34. "There's no savior on the
sidewalk
No Beatles in the air

New Riders of the Purple Sage
High Rollers

H.
The Clash
Clash City Rockers

29. "Got James Taylor on the
stereo"
30 "Some of Buddy Holly, the
working folly
Good golly Miss Molly and
brats"

33. "I asked Boby Dylan, I asked
the Beatles
1 asked Timothy Leary but he
couldn't help me either"

AA.
Randy Newman
The Story of a Rock and Roll
Bend

D.
Jimmy Buffet
Manana

No Elvis in the alley
There's nobody there"

36. "1 was in love with the
Beatles
1 was in love with the Stones (no
satisfaction!)

Z.
Mott the Hoople
All the Young Dudes

Atlanta Rhythm Section
Large Time

43. "Will you remember Jerry
Lee, John Lennon,
T. Rex and 01' Moultv?"
44. "We miss our father Jimi
It's hard to breathe with that loss
But I've still got you brother
Don't nail yourself to a cross"

BOOK STORE SALE
GIFTS AND
STATIONARY PLUS MORE!

GG.
Bruce Springsteen
Thunder Road
HH.
Steely Dan
Everything You DU

n.

Steely Daa
Parker's Band
JJ.
Steely Dae
Show Mix Kids

Q.
Reggie Knighton
Tke King end I

KK.
Tom obinson Band
Gary Cortina

R.
The Little Ladies (Rula Lenska. Charlotte Coni.«ell. Julie
Covington
Glenn Miller Is Missing

LL.
Tonio K.
HATRED

S.
Nils Lofgren
Keith Don't Go

MM.
Loudon Wainwright HI
The Red Guitar

T.
Nick Lowe
Rollers Show

NN.
Tom Waite
Jack A Nee!

U.
Lynard Skinner
Sweet Home. Alabama
V.
The Mamas & The Papas
Creeque Alley

00.
The Who
The Seeker

W.
Meat Loaf
Hot Patooti/ Whatever Happened to Saturday Night
X.

00.

Neil Young
My My. Bey Hey. [Out of the

Molly Katchet
Gator Country
Y.
Katy Moffatt
Another Magic Monitor
Show Biz

PP.
Wings
Rock Show

Blue 1

in

RR
Warren Zevon
Play It AB Night long
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No, it is not just a boy-meets-horse tail
By DEAN LEONARD

totthM

Writer

Yea, The Black Stallion it rated
" G " , and yei, h ' t toother
boy-tad-hit-bone ttory.
Wild hones, indeed, couldn't
drag most people to tee thii tort
of thing - though h ' t the tort of
thing that wild parent! might
drag their kiddies to on a rainy
Sunday afternoon.
BUT HOLD ON. Put your
prejudices to pasture. The Black
Stallion isn't a film to be dragged
to - h ' t a film to rush off to. I'd
even label h a movie "for all
ages" • if only thit term didn't
letve such a treacly aftertaste.
Suffice it to note, then, that The
Black Stallion (based on the first
of the Walter Farley series of
horse books) is for anyone with a
remote interest in or respect for
the cinema. The film's ravishing,
majestic visutl style will elate
you.

r

The men behind the artistry are imagitt's pictures." But with The
relative newcomen. Director Black Stallion. Ballard has done
Carroll Ballard, a graduate of just that.
UCLA film school, had made
The nost entrancing sequences
some successful short subjects in take ,4ace on * desert island
the latter '60s, but The Black where U-yesr-old Alec Ramsey
Stallion marks the <2-ye*r-old (played with unaffected charm
filmmaker's feature debut. The .ind simplicity by non-professame goes for the cinemato- sional Kelly Reno) winds up after
graph er. Caleb Deschuel (a surviving a turbulent stonn and
graduate of I'SO, J-ho forked shipwreck off the African coast.
with Ballar.1 on one of his shorts.
DURING THE STORM - stunBAIXAID'S FILM, under the ningly staged by BaUard - Alec
aegis of Francis Ford Coppola's frees a wild Arabian stallion from
production company, American its stall. The horse leaps overZoetrope, is rife with imagery board (in one of the film's
that truly warrants the word breathtaking shots) and in the
"breathtaking" (one of the more confusion, Alec falls over the
abused superlative* in a critic's side. Tne boy saves himself from
repertoire).
drowning by taking hold of the
A recent New West magazine ropes attached to the stallion.
piece quotes Ballard: "If I'm
Both make it to shore - the
strongest at anything in terms of ship's sole survivors.
film, it's picture. Image is the
The slowly developing friendmost important thing to me...It's ship between Alec and the animal
extremely difficult to£«y to make is splendidly observed. In one

i

brilliant, difficult scene, the Black their island idyll and returned to
(as Alec calls him) kills a civilisation, in this case a small
venomous cobra that is staring town in New York. (We're in the
the just-awakened boy in the face. mid-1940s, and the period details
AND THE SEQUENCE in are terrific.)
which Alec first rides the stallion
is downright peotic. Ballard beAlec, a hero among his classgins by shooting underwater: we mates, meets a winsome old man
see Alec's two submerged little (Mickey Rtoncy) who happens to
legs, followed by the home's four be a retired champion jockey. He
hoofed ones. Boy and none wade also hippens to become, as you
in the water for awhile, until might guess. Alee and the Black's
suddenly the boy's legs disap- trainer. Nominated for a Supportpear.
ing Actor Oscar. Rooney plays the
In the next shot, we discover old guy with just the right amount
the youth atop the horse's back, of relish, and just the right
barreling out of the water onto the amount of restraint.
beach. Nice.
He dominated the second half
But there's one fieeting tableau
that has really stuck in my mind. of The Black Stallion, which
It's a deep-focus shot in which a pretty much makes way for the
bronze statuette of Bucephalus Big Race, with Alec and his steed
(Alexander the Great's horse) - verus two of the world's fastest
which Alec's father had given his champs. It's exciting stuff.
son the evening of the storm - sits
in the foreground, as the Black
AS IS THE entire film. Forget
canters along the beach in the
background. To me. that image about the " G " rating. Do yourself
a
favor, and rush off to this
alone scales the heights of
sublime movie - the beautifully
pictorical lyricism.
OF COURSE, BOY and horse realized vision of an imagist who
must be rescued - removed from knows his art.

Country Style Living
for the Serious Student

two bedroom townhouses
1,2,3 bedroom flats

short-term leases, newly remodeled, pool.
24 hr emergency maintenance, on rite security
private entrances, lots of green area and balconies! Quiet,
> spacious, and convenient, located on bus line. (5 min. from 70 ft
V5>
(5 min. from 70 ft 75)

;

Hfcwthorne Hill North

3201 Valerie Arms 274-6344

' children wclcome flats for hcadicapped • • housing opportunities (

Hand Crafted
Silver and Gold Jewelry
For You to Pick

State Route 725 - 1W miles east of the Dayton Mai!

Also Visit our "RECORD STUDIO "and Tape Bar
Open llam-llpm Everyday

I

Discover the Difference

J

SEE WHY W&I6HT STATE'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHERS

ft
T

!!!L FAIDARK
RIXROOM
DRNSPECIALISTS
CAMERA

AGFA, ILFORD AND KODAK PAPERS
TRADCS WILStfMi

DISCOUNT NCUaC PMCCS
CANMA STONC KNOW-MOW
IDMLY I AM - 6 M i

MWOUA » MMT* * CBMO
MWINMMIMI

878-4392
MI. m i - l a — i

NATIONAL
MEDICAL BPS
VQE
ECFMG
FLEX
DENTAL BDS
NURSING BDS
• Voluminous home study notes on all
areas of basic science.
• Teaching tests accompanied by com
pcehensive teaching tapes to be used at
any ol our tape centers.
• Materials constantly updated.
• Over 40 years of ^ _ r

1
sssss
test V
preparation

W

M P M N
[MCATMMl

cmnt

IWO Northwest Blvd.
Columbus. Ohio 43212
, (614)486-9646
for Information «fou! A w Cottars
Outs Wo ITI state CallTOUrati

800-223-1782
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Classifieds

I HAVE a limited number of
rare Bl1 1955-5 cents for 55
cents each, starter sets for the
1st. book (1909-40) which
includc 10 different coins for
$2.50. Also Buffalo 5 cent.
Send 25 cents for price list to
Wil Mayne P.O. Box 205
Fairborn, Oh. 45324. 3-28

PANASONIC STEREO 8 track
player/recorder deck model
RS808. twin ievel meters,
lockable pause controlled program indicator, locking fastforward. digital time counter,
LN, retails for $115, will sell
for S85. 294-4564 or Box
U202
4-9
FOR SALE: 68 Chevy Belair
station wagon - good running,
good engine. AM radio, decent recaps. $125 or best offer.
Must sell...call 252-0057.
BOOKS for Sale: McDonald.
The Language of Argument
(1975)
Liebert & Speigler, Personality Strategies
Issues
(1978)
Christcnton. Challenge & Decision Political Issues (1976)
Sargent, Contemporary Political Ideologies (1978)
Swokowski, Calculus with Analytic Geometry (1975)
Price negotiable, call 2787601, ask for Gary, or leave
note in H300.
FOR SALE: black mare. 15
hands, 14 yrs. old, excellent
trail horse very easy going.
5350.00 (Will consider leasing)
good home a must call 2782532 or H 589.3-27
SELLING coins to raise money
for tuition and books. Have
limited supply of rare 1955-5
cents for 55 cents each, also
Buffalo 5 cents and more, send
25 cents f c price lis! to:
William F. Mayne. P.O Box
205 Fairborn.Ohio 45324.4-2
1979 TOYOTA Corolla deluxe
liftback, 5 speed, A/'C, am.fm
cassette. 5 yr., 50.000 mile
warranty, great gas mileage. must sell - $5100. «II 898-1237
or 898-4223 or Mfcilboi F
121.4-2
1974 VOLKWAGEN pass
wagon ex. cond. $2850 call
845 1830 before 7 p.m or leave
message in Millett Bos E 661

FOR SALE: 4 paperbacks for
PLS 113. Very good coniieion.
All 4 for $10.00. or sell
separate. Call Trent 885-5527.
Come Rock and Roll with
ILLUSION "Live Band" on
Friday. April 11 in the U.C.
Cafeteria from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Ice cold beer. Presale tickets
$1.00 at the Hollow Tree in the
U.C. lobby Mon. April 7 Friday. April 11 from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. $1.50 at the door.
WHIPPET SALE $3.90 a box,
as low as $2.90 each. Whippet
Specialists are at The Headquarters. 129 S. Main. New
Carlisle. 845-9357. Open every
dav.

ROOMMATE Wanted: For
Spring quarter. 3 bdrm apartment in Mapleview Apts., only
two miles from WSU. $85 a
month plus 1/3 of utilities.
Male non-smoker preferred.
Call 879-3831 or leave note in
mailbox B-218. as soon as
possible.

WANTED: fastpitch Softball
players for WSU club-no
experience necessary. Contact
Dan Ouinn at 274-5569 or
Allyn Mailbox H 122, or Ken
Knight, PE dept. Practice 10
a.m. Saturdays WSU field #2..

FEMALE Roommate needed
to share Bcavercreek home, 5
min. from WSU and WPAFB.
$140 and utilities. Call 4299928.4-2

ROOMMATE WANTED to
share a large. 2-bedroom
house in Yellow Springs. Rent
is 130/mo. plus utilities. On
bus line. Call x2550 before
5:00.
3-25
ROOMMATE Wanted:Male
or female to move in in April.
To live at Bonnie Villa Apts.
Call at night 429-0093.

SMALL HANDMADE Mexican guitar. Gilb, beautiful
sound, $75.00 - Call 382-4903
after 4pm or leave note in
B-124.

WANTED: Opel GT service
manual. '73 preferred. Top
dollar paid if in good condition. Call Dave 898-9848.

TYPING- IBM correcting selectric. Pica/elite type. Term
papers, resumes, tbetis. 5
minutes from WSU. Call 8780212 after 6.
4-9
FOR SALE: Int'l Scout. 304V8; 4-whccl drive; radial tire;.;
good condition. 52000. 1-8847471 or 1-884-5176.2-6
FOR SALE: 3 pair of men's
pants. I pair gray dress pants
W32 long, complete with belt.
I pair black dress pants W32
long 1 pair wrangler jeans, 32
I 34. All three pairs have
never been worn. Call Dave at
879-1826. Reasonably priced

for rent
ROOM FOR RENT. 3 bdrm
townhousc. Mapleview Apartments.
$247/month plus
utilities, slit three ways. Male
non-smoker prefjrred. Call
879-1880 or 277-1984.
Bcavercreek Town '.iip-Spacious ranch on wooded 1 acre
lot. 3 Bdrm. 2 1/2 bath, family
and activity rooms, 2 WBFP, 4
car garage and other extras.
Village Green Realtors.
William H. Grimes: 435-9090.
434-1738.

F o n t may b« obtained at the
Guardian ofllcr, 046 Uil-

LOOKING FOR A roommate
attendant for Fall quartet
Would like to know at least by
August 20th, 1980. For contact
ph. 879-7642. Address - 132
W. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.
Apt. 4. Mr. Clarence D.
Clemuns. Would like contact
to begin immediately.

ANNUAL full time C parking
sticker for sale. $6.00 call
426-9231. 3-27

CAR PARTS: for sale, many
new. 71 Chevy Malibu. Call
429-2584.

woftj for all other.. AM free ada
i«(two

FaM ads « l i f f m
»
many time* aa isqwHid by
the advertiser.
Payaaeat
shook! accompany the airier
for nea stadant ada. No ChaaBed ada win be accepted ovet
the phone.

wanted

for sale
FOR SALE: Besvercreek
Township - Spacious ranch on
wooded 1 acre lol. 3 bdrm., 2
l/2bath. family and activity
rooms, 2 WBFP. 4-car garage
and other extras. Village Green
Realtors.
William H. Grimes: 435-9090,
434-1738.

freetoWright StotoCahentty

lost
LOST: Set of car keys - 6
keys with leather circle tab. If
found, leave in Mailbox B24.
LOST: a coral Ttone from ring
setting, lost around faculty
dining room, bookstore or
tunnels. Small reward effer.
Grea! sentimental vaice. Call
2425 ask for Cathlee.4-2

personals
SKI CLUB is alive and well.
All members are requested to
come to Jimbos's House of
Draft Thurs. April 17 at 9:30
p.m. after officer election. We
need your voteM-2
DEAR BILL. "You have the
sexiest legs 1 have ever seen!"'
IF YOU iove the outdoors and
like to canoe then I can help
you ~«it, with information
about where to go in the
tri-state area. Just leave a not
in Allvn Hall Mailbox B
103.4-2
BARFLYS the lost sheep has
returned, see you in the
rounds "BOOMER".4-2

ROOMMATE WANTED - female to share 2 bedroom
townhouse by same. Near
WSU $125.00. Includes utilities. See Bob of Guardian for
info.
3-25
WANTED: Ride or rider
wanted - Miamisburg area to
WSU. 866-6790 evenings.
NEED EXTRA: cash! Local
niteclub now hiring waitresses
and floor hellp: experience
necessary, mostly weekends:
call Duane 252-2252 or Days
429-9289.4-2
WANTED: someone to play
tennis with in afternoons or
evenings call 879-3268. ask for
Andy.4-2
WANTED: someone from
Springfield or Enon to carpool
with spring quarter. My hours
are 9-3 Monday thru Friday.
Please leave name and number in B 153.4-2
WANTED: Social butterflies to
emerge from your cocoons and
fraternize with younger pupa
and adult forms Friday April
11. 9-1 in UC Cafe. Within
your new found niche flutter
your wings to the sound of
"ILLUSION" and fill your
abdominal cavities with brewed inebriants. Tickets avail-

able at the Hollow Tree for
$1.00 presale.4-2
WANT A CHANGE?
If you feci that Congress is
throwing cway your hardearned dollars and helping
create inflation, then why not
do something about it?
Volunteers arc needed in
almost all areas to do: mailing,
addressing letters, phone-calling and contacting voters in
their immediate area. If you
arc interested in working for
Al Sealy-Rcpublican for Congress. contact Alan Weinberger at 275-9153 or Glen
Jula at 873-2088 for more
information.
EARN while you learn. If
your typing skills ere at least
60 wpm; We need you. S/h or
dictaphone desired.
Many
assignments, flexible hours,
no fees. Call 224-0600 and ask
for Camile.
CANOEING is an excellent
way for a group, organization
or just two people to get closer
together and have a good time.
For information about canoeing contact Jay through mailbox B-103.
DATA ENTRY positions
available for experienced operators. 1st and 2nd shift; long
or short term. Call 224-0600
and ask for Lynne.
I WOULD like to nave help
in filling out my income tax
forms. I live in Hamilton Hall
room 338. my phone # is
879-7308. I will pay for gas if
you live off campus. I can be
home any time after 8:00pm
weekends.
OPENINGS available now
for experienced Accounting
Personnel. Flexible hours. Call
224-0600 and ask for Krista.

PARTY WITH ILLUaON "Live Band" Friday. April 11
at the U.C. Cafeteria 9 p.m. - 1
a.m. Ice cold BEER Tickets:
presale $1.00 at the Hollow
Trre-$1.50 at the door.
4-9

TO THE Brothers of Phi
Kappa Tau the sisters of PHI
Mu want to express our thanks
for a fantastic party. You
helped make our Easter weekend a hopping good time.

DONNA Mullins. you have
nice legs and you look good in
a bathing suit. Hope to you
many more times! HA HA!
'Good luck this quarter. Greg
Sills.
TO THE BROTHERS of Sigma
Phi Eplison. Thank you for
making us a part of you.
Love,
Your Goldenhearts
4-9

HAVE YOU ever thought
about joining a sorority? If so.
the sisters of Zeta Lou Alpha
would like to invite you to
attend our first Spring rush
party. Meet at 7:00 p.m. in the
Upper Hearth Lounge of U.C.
Be prepared to have a good
time! See you there!
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News Shorts
TODAY
Wocfcy Bletr Speaks
Rocky Bleir of the 1980
Superbowl Champion Pittsburgh Steelers will speak on
"The Arena of Success" April
10. The event will be held in
the main gym of the P.E.
Building at 8:00 p.m. Admission is S3.SO with group rates
available.

Rehabilitation Gub. The
next Rehab club meeting will
be held Thursday April 10 in
151 Millett from 2-3 p.m. May
Dare helpers please be at this
meeting. Refreshments will be
served.

SKI CLUB MEETINGS
Attention:
The regularly
scheduled Ski Club meeting
will not be held on Thursday
April 3. However, the meeting
Thurs. Aprii 10 will be held in
room 043 UC at 9:30 p.m. The
meeting Thurs. April 17 will
be held at Jimbo's House of
Draft at the corner of Burkhardt and Spinning. April 17
>s election night for next year's
officers •• Come and be
counted.

IMPORTANT FINANCIAL
AID MEETINGS
The Office of Financial Aid
has scheduled four campus
meetings for all students who
are interested in applying for
financial assistance for the
1980-81 academic year and
who did not attend a similar
session during the winter
quarter. The topics will be
discussed at each session, and
all students are cncouraged to
attend one of the meetings.
Dates/Times/ Locations
Tuesday, April 8, 2pm Fawcett Hall, room 106
Wednesday, April 9, 1pm •
Oelman Hall, room I2S
Thursday. April 10, 10am •
Univ. Center, room 1SS-C
Friday, April 11, 10am •
Millett Hall, room 118
TOPICS
Types of Financial Assistance
Available
New Financial Aid Application
Procedures/ Apj)ly Now
Summer College Work-Study
Employment
Completing Financial Aid Applications
Questions «nd Answer Session

Malk Help
The Department of Mathematics provides Math Help for
students in MTH 102. 127,
130. 131. 132, 133. 158. 224,
225 and 231. The hours for
Spring Quarter are 9-3 Monday through Friday and 6-9
p.m. Monday through Thursday in 486 Fawcett Hall.
Help is provided for MTH
164 and 265 Monday 2-3,
Tuesday 2-3, Wednesday 1-2
and Thursday 10-11 >\nd 2-3 in
486 Fawcett Hall.

Career P h a a k g II Placement
A new workshop series on
"Decision-Making" is beginning April 2 and will continue
on April 9 and aprtl lb.
The wo'kshop will present
information on the steps of
decision-making particularly
as they relate to career decisions. Students and alumni
will learn about various styles
of decision-making and relate
them to their own situation.
New ideas on overcoming
obstacles will be covered.
The workshop, a 3-part
scries, is open to all students
and alumni. Those who want
tn participate should plan to
attend all three sessions For
further information, call Ruth
Lapp, extension 2S56.
Other workshops being offered are:
"Whal Careers Do You
Wanl lo Find Oul Aboul?"
April 9 10-11 a.m.
Learn effective ways to
locate information on careers
of interest using our Career
Resource Center. Aviod the
four common mistakes of
information gaihering. Learn
about informational interviews
with contact persons.

COMING UP
Phi Eta Taa Meeting
Members are encouraged to
attend for discussion of the
future of the organization.
SPRING COLLOQUIUM
The Religion Department
will present a series of three
Colloquim during the 1980
Spring quarter. Members of
the Department will present
papers on their most recent
research and publication projects. Each colloquium *U1
take place on a Tuesday
afternoon from 3:30-5:30 p.ir..
in 182 Millett on the dates
given below. Faculty, students and the public are
invited.
April 22. 1980
"Dominant and Public Center: Reflection on the 'One'

Religion of the United States."
Dr. Catherine L. Albanese
May 6. 1980
"Is Meditation Religicas"
Dr. Willis M. Stoevi
May 20. 1980
"The conventions of Classical Biography and the Writing
of Luke-Acts"
Dr. David L. Barr
Two Career Workshop*
Analyzing Your Skills. April
14 2-4 p.m. will be offered in
the Career Planning & Placemen! Office. 126 Student
Services. Learn how to identify
your functional skills and
relate them to:
1. career planning
evaluation of job titles
3. resume writing
What Careers Do You Want
lo Find Out About? at Career
Planning and Placement Office. 126 Student Services
April 21 10-11 a.m.
Learn effective ways to
locale information on careers
of interest using Career Resource Center. Avoid the 4
common mistakes of information gathering. Learn about
informational
interviewing
with contact persons.
These workshops arc open
to students and alumni. Nc
pre-rcgistration is necessary.

Student Elecilor.s
The 1980-1981
Student
government Elections will t e
held: May 5 (Mon), Ma; 6
(Tues). May 7 (Wed), and
ZMay 8 (Thurs night).
The positions available arc:
Chairer (at-large); representatives from Business. Education, Liberal Arts, Medical
School. Graduate Studies, and
Scienc-' and Engineering; also
available are five Media Committee student seats.
Piease VOTE, we need your
support. P.S. Poll worker
positions are available. P.S.S
also students without on campus amilboies may vote absentee.
PREMEDICAL SOCIETY
All persons interested in
careers in medicine or related
fields and wishing to participate in a Premedical Society
should contact the following
persons: Jeff Shutte, phone:
322-2334, mailbox#: B645 ;
P.J. Foster, phone: 322-67%,
mailbox#: O 105.
The society will involve a
number of areas having to do
with preparation for medical
school and related graduate
schools

New* abort] i n a pdbSr
H n l n offered by The Daily
Guardian lo •
New. Short* shoeld be
lype^, doable-*paced ann u c t a e i U W b l m t l la Ike
University t u n — M y .
AIM, New Skera are primarily for the oae of a n - p n f t

Ralph Nader Speaks
University Center Board will
present Ralph Nader on April
15. He will speak on "Energy
and the Consumer. The rvenl
will be held ir the main gyrr
of the P.E. Building at "*:3<
p.m. Admission is free.

Gradaalf Scholarship
Applications for Wright
Slate University Graduate
Scholarships are now being
accepted in The Office of
Financial Aid. Graduate Scholarships are available to both
full-time and part-time students. Part-time students (enrolled for at least three graduate hours per quarter) mty
apply for awards of $350 per
year. Full-time students (enrolled for at least nine graduate hours per quarter) may
apply for scholarships ranging
up to SI200 per academic year.
Students must have achieved at least a .1.4 undergraduate
or graduate cumulative average to apply. Students who
will receive graduate or research assistanlships/fellowships will not IK- eligible to
receive scholarships. Students
must be enrolled in a master's
degree-seeking program of
study. Applications are available in 129 Student Services.
The deadline date for returning completed applications is
April 15. 1980.
Shakespeare Festival
The annual WOBC summer
pilgramage to the Stratford
Shakespeare Festival will take
place on June 19 through June
22 this year. The trip to see
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night
and D.L. Cofc'jrn's Gin Came
is open lo both students and
the general public.
The group will depart the
Western Ohio Branch Campus

- — • - a t I.. OccaetonaHy,
vfguuiauoM.
paid anaoann m U may be

For farther Information or
rabmbaioa of Newt Sfcorta,
contact Bob Myp», New*
editor, at The Daily Gwdian,
M* r j c H extrnaiou 2505.
The Daily Guardian I
the right lo edit fee style
space consideration*.

for Ontario. Canada on Thursday afternoon. June 19 and
return on Sunday. June 22.
The approximate cost of the
trip-including transportation,
lodging and theatre ticketswill be $95 per person. A $40
deposit is required by April 11.
A maximum number of 20
participants will be signed up
with additional names placed
on a wailing list.
those interested in the trip
only should call Mrs Snyder at
the branch campus al 419/5863458. Those interested in
taking a credit course as well
as the trip should call Karen
Jons. WOBC Registrar, al the
same number.

FOREIGN FILM SERIES
The Wright State University
Artist Scries, in conjunction
with the University Center
Board, will present a special
foreign film series this spring.
All films arc open lo the public
and will be shown in room 112.
Oelman Hall, on the WSU
main campus.
"Every Man
for Himself and God Against
All" will be shown at 7p.m.
and 9p.m. on Friday. April 18.
and at 8p.m. on Sunday. April
20. "The Tall Blond Man with
One Black Shoe" follows on
Friday. May 2. at 7p.m. and
9p.m. and again Sunday. May
•4. at 8p.m.
"Bread and Chocolate" is
scheduled for Friday. May 16.
at "p.m. and 9p.m. for Sunday. May 18, at 8p.m.
"Cousin. Cousinc" winds up
the series on Friday. May 30.
at 7^.111. anil 9p.m. and agair
on Monday. June 2. at 8p.m.
AH of the films in (he series
were released between 197679
and are subtitled. Tickets for
each film will cost $1 at the
door, or all five films lor $4.

Spring Check Signing
Last Name Starting With
Date
Monday April 14
Tuesday April 15
Wednesday April 16
Thursday April 17
Friday April 18

You must come to the
Cashier Windows on your
assigned day or during the
OPEN hours. Your completion
of this process on your assigned <Lle will enable the
most efficient processing,
therefore, ••ou will not be
permitted to sign your check
any other time.
Failure to endorse your
financial aid checks and paperwork by 4:30 pin rvn April 18.

A-E (8:30 am — 4:30 pm)
F-K (8:30 am — 4:30 pm)
L-R (8:30 am — 4:30 pm)
OPEN (5 .;0 pm — 7:00 pm)
S-Z (8:30 am — 4:30 pm)
OPEN (5:30 pm — 7:00 pm)
OPEN (8:30 am — 4:30 pm)
1980 will result in your registration being cancelled due to
non-payment ol fees.
Students who have not used
their entire Financial Aid
Award for current quarter are
entitled to the excess and will
gel a check instead of cash.
This is different from previous
quarter.
You may cash the check at
your local bank or at any
Winters Bank.
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Next Monday night at the Academy Awards:
Will the cream please seperate from the crop?
By DEAN LEONARD
Guardian Entertainment Writer
As Oscar night draws nigh, it's
time for us movie freaks to
indulge in some anticipatory
sooth-saying.
Which performers — or pictures — will walk away with the
52nd batch of gold statuettes
come Monday night? ! dunno. But
hell, there was never any harm in
guesswork. So here are my
guesses — "educated" or otherwise — along with some personal
commcntarv:
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR.
The nominee* are: Melvyn Douglas, Being There; Mickey Rooney,
The Black Stallion: Justin Henry,
Kramer vs. Kramer: Frederic
Forrest. The Rose; and Robert
Duvall. Apocafype Now. This is a
toughic. Rooney is an old pro
who's just returned to the limelight as the star of Broadway's
Sugar Babies; the Academy may
figure that now is a good time to
honor him — not only for Stallion.
but for his many contributions in
a long, long career. Justin Henrv.

the incredibly credible kid of
Kramer, could very well charm
the voters into handing him the
victory. Duvall has been suchacclaimed for his portrait of a
crazed Air Calvary offiet-r with a
peachant for surfing — his
chances, tot), are good. We can,
however, rule out Frederic Forrest. who's definitely the darkhorse. I guess I predict that the
award will go to Melvyn Douglas
who, at 79, carries perhaps the
most sentimental weight. He's
also my personal choice. He made
the dying billionaire's total belief
in Chance the Gardener touching,
and, especially, believable.
Best Supporting Actress: The
nominees are: Jane Alexandet.
Kramer; Barbara Barrie, Breaking Away; Candice Bergen, Starting Over: Mariel Hemingway,
Manhattan; and Meryl Streep,
Kramer. No contest here. I can't
imagine Streep not getting the
award. She's hot. She has already
grabbed every other conceivable
prize for her performance, and
this past year, in addition to
Kramer, she supplied memorable

support to The Seduction of Joe
Tynan and Manhattan. Streep. I
think, deserves the Oscar, though
I must admit there's a small pait
of me rooting for Bergen, an
underrated actress whose would
•be seduction scene with Burt
Reynolds was one of last year's
comic highlights.

think Hoffman has it. I have no
personal preferences, however.
BEST ACTRESS. The nominees are: Jill Clayburgh, Starting Over; Sally Field. Norma Roe:
Jane Fonda. China Syndrome:
Marsha Mason. Chapter Two:
Best Picture. The nominees
and Bctte Midler. The Rose. are: All That Jazz; Apocalypse
Field's affecting protrait of a
Now; Breaking Away. Kramer vs.
Southern textile worker copped
Kramer, and Norma Rae. Why
the Best Actress prize at last isn't Woody Allen's Manhattan
year's Cannes film festival. 1
included here? Oh. well I guess
think it'll do the same at
it's too late to gripe about that. If
Monday's Oscar ceremony. Why?
I had my way. All That Jazz would
Because Fonda won last year for
get the prize — it's one of the
Coming Home; Mason isn't c
most inventive, exhilarating films
big enough star to win; Midler is
I've ever sten. But I think
a newcomer, and Qayburgh's
Kramer will wind up the winuer
role in Starting Over isn't heavy
— which is certainly nothing to
enough. I suppose I prefer Field,
cry about. It's a superbly crafted,
too. since this fine actress has
deeply moving work.
been struggling so long to shake
off her Gidget-FIying Nun image.
Finally she has.
Best Director. The nominees
Well, folks, there are ray
are: Robert Benton. Kramer; Bob predictions, for what little they're
Fosse. All That Jazz; Francis worth. We won't, of course, really
Ford Coppola, Apocalypse Now; know what we've been dying to
Piter Yates, Breaking Away; and know till Monday night when we
Fdouardo Melinaro. La Cage aux hear over our sets, "And the
Folles. If there's a Kramer vs. winner is..."

Best Actor. The nominees are:
Dustin Hoffman. Kramer. Jack
Lcmmon, The China Syndrome:
Al Pacino, ...And Justice for AH;
Roy Scheider, AH That Jazz; AND
Peter Sellers. Being There. It
looks like Hoffman's in for a win.
Lemmon received an Oscar in this
category too recently — in 1973.
for Save the Tiger. And the other
three nominees, all of whom —
like Hoffman — have never won
before have special handicaps.
Pacino has been nominated for an
excellent performance in »r.
unfortunately, very bad movie.
Scheider's been recognized for
his work in what is essentially a
director's picture. And Sellers got
a nod for his achievement in a
comedy — and comedies don't
fare too well with the academv. I

House considers expanded
auto inspections
COLUMBUS UPI - A parade of
witnesses told an Ohio House
Committee Wednesday a statewide inspection network for motor
vehicle exhaust systems is needed to bring Ohio into compliance
with federal air standards and
preserve federal highway funds.
The witnesses testified on a bill
requiring the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency to study the
inspection programs of other
states, report back to the legislature and draw up rules for an
Ohio program by the end of 1982.
''AUTOMOBILE AIR pollution
accounts for 90 percent of the
carbon monoxide and nearly SO
percent of the hydrocarbons in
many urban areas," said Rex N.
Sprague, Assistant Director of
the Ohio EPA In testimony before
the House Highways and Highway Safety Committee.
"Many of the committee members have heard of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions
reductions of 20 to 30 percent in
existing inspection and maintenance programs. Also we know
that a more efficient and cleaner
running vehicle saves fuel."

Braxton Tewart. executive director of the Ohio Lung Association, told the committee that
Ohioans spend $8 billion a year on
health care.
"THIS IS GOING to have
measurable results in reducing
those costs," said Tewari.
But some committee members
remained unconvinced that with a
$7 annual vehicle inspection
chargc, plus required maintenance, the benefits would outweigh the costs.
"I'm speaking for the people of
Ohio when 1 say they don't want
this and they can't afford it," said
Rep. Harry C. Malott, D-Mt.
Orab.
" W E CANNOT afford air pol
lution." responded Tewart.
Ro&er Tackett. Clark County
commissioner and a member of
the Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission, told the committee average costs in Oregon,
which bas inspection and maintenance. range from SIS to S2S a
year, with 74 percent of repairs
costing $10 or less.
Tackett said the cost of owning
and operating a new car in Ohio,
by comparison, is S2.685 a year.

assuming 15,000 miles are driven
Nick Basso of the Ohio Department of Transportation, said Ohio
stands to lose 1600 million in
federal highway funds if the auto
emission standards are not met.
"WE WOULD hate to be
threatened with the loss of this
money." said Basso.
Plans call for a pilot program in
Cleveland or Youngstown. where
conditions are worst. Cincinnati
already has its own inspection
program.

Kopechne mother
favors Kennedy
SWIFTWATER, Pa. UPI SHE SAID T H K T was no
Gwendolyn
Kopechne,
the romance between her daughter
mother of the woman killed in and the senator, while indicating
Sen. Edward Kennedy's auto at she neither holds Kennedy reChappaquiddick island almost 11 sponsible for tiie death of her
years ago. says she is leaning daughter, Mary Jo, nor any
toward voting for Kennedy in the wrongdoing surrounding the acPennsylvania primary April 22.
cident.
"They were a close bunch up
Mrs. Kopechne. expressing a there," she said. "I know what
purely political opinion and after people were taying. but there was
ruling out other candidates in the nothing immoral going on."
19*0 presidential r a « as "too
The Kooechnes have lived la
conservative." »»io "Yea. I guess their large home in the decluded,
you could say I'm leaning toward heavily wooded Laurel Hills
Kennedy."
Estctes the past five y e a n .

Woman's hand and arm reunited
DALLAS 'JPI - Baylor Medical
Center doctors today completed a
13'/i-hour operation that reattached the left hand of a North Texas
State University student.
Thr band had been virtually
amputated ir. an accident with a
band saw in art class.
A HOSPITAL spokeswoman
said the accident Tuesday left
Christie Legg s hand with "a
little piece of skin holding it on"

when it was cut just above the
wrist in a f t r j k accident.
Miss Legg, a 21-year-old journalism major from Longview,
Texas, was in satisfactory condition today.
A team
doctors began
working on the hand about 4 p.m.
Tuesday and announced ii had
been reattached about 5:30 a.m.
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today.
IT WILL TAKE about 72 hours
to determine if the body will
accept the reattached hand and
several weeks to determine if full
use will be restored.
'All the major structures were
severed in the accident and
during the sugery all major
structures were rejoined and her
blood supply was reestablished,"
the spokeswoman said.
"We're cautiously optimistic at
this point but the surgery went
well," said Dot Legg, the woman's mother. "Her attitude is
great."
"THE WAY THEY handled it
in Denton site of North Texas
State when the accident happened was just super and the doctors
have done r. line job here."
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Women's softball team opens season... sort o
By CHUCK ARBAUCH
T|ini —itii
The Wright State women's
•ofttwH teas Dully opened their
1900 HUM. However, they
didn't exactly open it In the
fashion they would have liked So.
A scheduled doubleheader on
Tuesday wkh Ohio University
dida't exactly take place. What
did take place _waa about three
Innings of play/ Ohio U. waa
leading, 3-0. in the top of the
fourth inniag when a massive rain
shower hit the Held. The gaae,

and the second game, were called
off, and head coach Pat Davis
wasn't really in tears.
•IHEY WERE ahead, 3-0, ao I
didn't mind it too much," laughed Davis. "The game win not
count on our record, and we'll try
to reschedule the doubieheeder
sometime in the near future."
Davis is understandably a bit
disappointed by the many cancellations this seaaou, but she was
nonetheless happy with her
team's effort in the three innings
of piay. "I thought we were
playing just fine. Chris Snyder

Sports

on. 1 was pleased, though,
because I felt we were mentally
alert out there. It just helps to get
your feet wet. even if it literally
meant getting your feet wet."

THE WSU women's Softball
team meets the University of
Dayton, weather permitting, in a
twinbill on Thursday in Dayton.
was pitching a good game, and Davis.
0» Saturday, the Raiders meet
everyone was playing well deShe added. "The playing con- Akron here in a pair of ball
fensively. We needed to get some ditions weren't very good. The games.
playing experience on our field wind was blowing the ball over
under our belts, even if it was the place, and then, when it did
only three innings of play," said start raining, we really got poured

Women's athletics facing common foe
Sy CHUCK AUAUGH
GaanHaa Sparts Writer
For both the Wright State
women's softball team and the
WSU women's tennis team, the
toughest opponent to date has
been an unbeatable foe: rairv
weather.
The women's tennis team most
recently had their scheduled April
8th match with Miami cancelled
due to poor weather. "We've had
two rainouts already. It's really a
shame because our team has been
working hard and is making
excellent progress," said head
coach Shirley Griffith.
COACH GHFVTTH'S dub is
1-1 in this young season, a season

in which Griffith isforcedtowork
a lot of newcomers into the
system "We have ten individuals
on this team, and only three of
them are returnees from *ast
season. I'm still in the process of
finding out who plays the best
where, and I've been doing a lot
of shifting around in trying to
determine who my top doubles
teams are," Griffith said.
Co-captains Jody Flommersfeld
and Rachel Pequignot are the
team leaders of this young squad.
Flommersfeld will be playing
number one singles, while Pequignot will not be playing
number two. The number three
singles spot will be occupied by
the other seasoned player from

last season, Katie McDermott.
Rounding out the top six single
single positions are freshman
Diane Wilson in the number four
spot, sophomore Sandy Grinvalds
in the number five position, and
in the number six single position,
freshman Amy Scbowalter.
THE WOMEN'S tennis schedule this season is certainly a
well-balanced one. "We'll be
playing a mixtuie of Division I,
Division II. and Division 111
schools. Among the top teams
we'll be competing against are
Bowling Green. Miami. Ohio
University, and Cincinnati." said
Griffith.
She added, "There art only
two Division II schools who have

women's tennis teams, Akron and
Wright State. Our team will meet
Akron later in the season in a
playoff match. 1 really don't know
what's going to happen, because
none of the teams that we will be
facing are exactly pushovers."
Although the rainy weather
conditions has slowed down Shirley Griffith's efforts, she is still
confident that her team will get
tougher and tougher as the
season progresses. "Three women from Wright State got to the
semi finals last year, but I think
that this team is a little more
organized.
THE GIRLS are coming along

really well, and I think we're in
better physical shape than we
were last season. I expect improvement as the season goes
along, be we'll have to play hard
to hang in there."
The next outing for the women's tennis team will be with
Otterbein in an away match on
Thursdey. April 10. Wright State
is scheduled to meet Division II
for Akron on Saturday in a match
that will be played at Akron.

Baseball accompanies walker on March of Dimes hike
grinned. "I'm ready to do it again
tomorrow. As Babbage spoke, he
was walking across the Clay
Wade BaUey bridge, over the
Ohio River, ftom Kentucky into
Cincinnati.
ft was thefinalleg a 430 —
mile walk that tie 26-year old
Proctor A Gamble Co. executive
made to promote both the start d
"1 feel tike SI • W o a , " he the baseball season and the.

By RICK VAN SANT
CINCINNATI UPJ— His shoes
were worn thin.
The baseball he was carrying
was soiled.
BUT A band marching behind
him was playing "Take me out to
the ballgame" and Keen Babbege was bubbling with joy
Wednesday.

March of Dimes.
BABHAGE BEGAN his walk
two weeks ago in St Louis, where
the Rawlings Co. manufactures
major league baseballs. There, he
picked up the ball for the
ceremonialfirstpitch of Wednesday's "Opeaing Day" game
between the Cincnnati Reds and
Atlanta Brave?.
And then he started walking.

ftutohaus
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Day after day, in 30 or 40 mile
chunks, he covered the 430 miles
between St. Louis and Cincinnati.
"I feel great and myfeetfeel
good." Babbage said, smiling as
Cincinnati's Riverfront Stadium
popped into view. "Thefirstfew
days. I Jtac some blisters and a
skin rash. But I'm in great shape
now. I'm going to walk to the
ballgame. thin walk home and

C & L Haber-Dashery
specializing hi our
SHIRT and TIE BAR
,145 W. Fifth
461-2623

hrs-9-4:30 everyday^
operators:
Nicholas Ringer
Tommy Nickieson

BOOK STORE SALE

BOOKS

play soccer Sunday."
THE HEELS of Babbage's blue
runn'ng shoes were nearly worn
ott.
"I wore out my first pair after
200 miles," he said. "I think I've
got just enough left in this second
pair to get me home."
He held his baseball up for a
cheering crowd to see.
"ITS PRETTY soiled, but considering it's been in my hands or
my pocket for 430 miles, it's in
pretty good shape." he said.
"It'll be good for the ceremonial
first pitch, but 1 don't think the
umpires are going to let it stay in
the game."
Asked about his best and worst
experiences on th* trip, Babbage
insisted. "There was no worst
experience. Therereallywasn't a
bad part.
"1 loved it all. The walk rebuilt
my faith in the fendamestal
strengths of this country. The
energy, the strength of the
people. Everybody welcomed me.
u
r r WAS a great way to see a
big part of the country. My
favorite section waa southern
Illinois. Beautiful farmland. I thin
I left my heart in aouthern
Illinois."
WaitingforBabbage at the foot
of the bridge in Cincinnati waa
5-year oid Jason Edwards, the
March of Dimes Poster Child
selected to use Babbage's baasball for the ceremonialfirstpttck.
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